


Our essence 
Our relationship with sustainability and the local community is  

an integral part of our essence.

We are immersed in nature and thrive in it. W
with and to respect the local flora and fauna, i

experience.

We built our bungalows by prioritizing the natur
the wind instead of choosing an air conditionin

seek comfort with simplicity, charm, and poetry. That's why all 
the furniture and objects of the pousada are built with local, 

rustic, and recycled materials. We make living with  nature the 
main experience , and that's why 
bungalows. We purposely avoid  excessive distractions to 

promote the connection  with the essence of the place.

We choose not to have a power generator because of its 
environmental impact, and we discourage the landing of 

helicopters at the pousada because  what fly in our sky are only 
birds and kites. We recycle all the waste and minimize all 

environmental impact.

Who opts for this experience, becomes a strong link in this chain  
We , together, are the essence.



Bungalows
Our 26 bungalows are built on the the sand
and all have a balcony with hammocks and
sun loungers for you to relax. The living
quarters are spacious and were designed with
sufficient distances between them to
guarantee your privacy and exclusivity.

They are your home on the beach and can
accommodate up to 4 people. The bungalows
are all made with wood and thatch, allowing
the wind to flow through, guaranteeing
natural cooling of the accommodations.

Each bungalow features 1 king-size bed, 2
single beds, a ceiling fan, minibar, safe,
espresso coffee machine, and the perfect
corner for you to set up your Beach Office:
high-speed Wi-Fi and comfort.



Beach Bungalows

Overlooking the beach,
bungalows that offer the magical
of sleeping and waking up to
sea breeze.
They have a very special area
stunning connection with nature

See more fotos by clicking he



Coconut Bungalows

The bungalows are nested
coconut grove, allowing you
swaying of the palm trees
chirping of birds. They
secluded, offering a spacious
quarters, as well as an additional
an outdoor shower.

See more photos by clicking here



Rancho do Peixe
Water Sports Center

We have a state-of-the-art structure
with all the equipment you need for
sea and wind sports.

We work with newly released
equipment from top brands such as
F-one, Core, Sabfoil, Alpine Foil,
Eleveight, Ozone, and others.



Rancho do Peixe
Water Sports Center

In addition to classes for beginners,
our specialized team will help you
improve your kitesurfing and
wingfoiling techniques with
personalised coaching and downwind
sessions.

Some of our instructors are world
champions!



Rancho do Peixe
Water Sports Center

We have a team ready to provide
you with all the support you need
for the best kiteboarding/surfing
experience of your life.

We have instructors with IKO
certification and staff members
who assist our clients daily with
lessons, onshore support, and in-
water assistance.



Rancho do Peixe
Water Sports Center

A place dedicated to sea sport 
lovers' weather beginners or 
advanced level; we offer the 
technical support one wishes for.

You can rent or buy or simply try 
out kitesurfing, kite foil, wing 
foiling, windsurfing, and much 
more.



Rancho do Peixe Water Sports Center
Here, you have access to a variety of the best equipment on the 
market for rent, but if you prefer to bring your own, you can store it 
safely and free of charge in our storage unit.



Rancho do Peixe
Water Sports Center

In short at our Water Sports Centre,
you find what you want, what you
need and even what you dream of! Be
it equipment, know how, people or
simply a friend to talk with!.

It's a true amusement park for
kitesurf and wingfoil enthusiasts.

More information here!



Experiences made
We want you to experience

moments, and our concierge

help you with whatever you

Whether it's a romantic

exclusive downwind, or a beautiful

picnic, we are always looking

our guests unforgettable experiences

in native culture, naturally

surroundings, and poetic sensations

Contact our concierge by

and enjoy essential experiences

do Vento.



Activities during your stay

At Rancho we also offer on site activities such as private

or group yoga and meditation to connect with the

naturally beautiful surrounding and the early morning

breeze. All you hear is the sound of silence!

For the more energetic you can learn or play beach

tennis. The effort is soon rewarded with a natural fruit

juice at our beach bar and restaurant

Naturally at Rancho you can also take the opportunity

to pamper yourself and schedule a massage anytime.

For the little ones, it is possible to hire supervised

activities such as swimming lessons and even

babysitting or simply play at our Ranchinho

playground.

For more information, contact the concierge.



Gastronomy
Our menus are the result of in-depth
the native cuisine of Ceará.

We have 4 areas that offer gastronomic
the public:

Main Restaurant: with a menu
dishes and a beautiful view
Breakfast here is not to be missed!

Beach Bar: a favorite with
sportsman; the cuisine features
nutritious salads, and filling carbohydrates

Pizzeria: with a typically Italian
pizzeria offers a mix of traditional
elements from the region, allowing
delicious wood-fired pizzas.

Sazô: Our fine dining exclusive
offering is the latest addition to
a unique experience even
discerning palate. We suggest
table with the concierge.

Good winds and unique flavors!
information, speak to the concierge



Visit the region
We offer exclusive tours designed to highlight what

enchants us most about the Jeri and Preá region. All

tours can be customized for you and your group.

We also have several electric bicycles for our guest use.

We recommend long cycles on the infinite beach early

morning or to enjoy stunning sunsets

For more information, contact the concierge by clicking

here.



How to get here
We are about 4 hours from Fortaleza Airport (FOR) and
30 minutes from Jericoacoara Airport (JJD).

In both cases we can organize transport to Rancho do Peixe
in a comfortable vehicle.

Schedule your transfer with our team by clicking here.

We can also arrange transport by private plane between
Fortaleza Airport and Jericoacoara Airport.

VEHICLE
Hillux vehicle. Route made via good roads, for up to 4
passengers;
SW4 vehicle. Route made via good roads, for up to 6
passengers;

PLANE
Small plane, for up to 4 passengers.
Approximate duration from (FOR) to (JJD): 40 minutes;
Approximate duration from (JJD) to (FOR): 55 minutes.



Vila Kalango
We kept Jeri,

in this little corner of the beach,
the way we found it.

We kept Jeri,
hidden among coconut trees,

built on stilts.

Jeri is here
and we saved it for you. 

Vila Kalango is located on Jericoacoara
minutes away from Rancho do Peixe, and we 
provide several daily transfers at pre

times* to discover this oasis of Jeri.

Check out the websit

*Jeri <> Preá transfer are free of charge for our guests



Surfinsemfim was born from the
kitesurfing, and the desire to
Brazilian coast through the wind

With a board on your feet and
sky, you can discover essential experiences
the middle of nature.

Through Surfinsemfim we offer
packages to make your kite trip unforgettable

You will have the opportunity
Terra do Vento and the world,
wherever the wind takes you.

Come live this adventure with us
trip with our team.

Check out our website!


